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Extract from BA Chart 3449 showing PP courses in Blue and the CCL's actual track in Red.  

1.

2.

3.4.

See key points 1., 2., 3., and 4. and their associated electronic 'sticky notes'. 

Robert Gordon Mac
Sticky Note
CCL Red track line running South to this position indicates that the PP course line was being followed.
Master then decided to pass Buoy 14-1 to port and then ordered starboard helm. Why?Master stated he did this because VTS had warned him when inbound the previous day of reported shallow areas lying to the East of Buoy14 -1.  If this was in fact correct, then the Master had evidently not remembered this when he had earlier approved and signed the PP prepared by the 2/O.

Robert Gordon Mac
Sticky Note
The Master stated that after leaving Buoy 14-1 to port, he then went hard to port in an attempt to re-enter the channel and leave Buoy 14 to starboard. It seems that the CCL did not respond quickly enough. He then realised it was impossible to re-enter the channel before arriving at Buoy 14 and he steadied on a course which would take the CCL through the passage between Juie Jiao and Wu Yu.  

Robert Gordon Mac
Sticky Note
CCL slowed as she touched botton and went aground in this area. Note the close proximity of a 1.2 M. shoal to the South West.

Robert Gordon Mac
Sticky Note
The shoal depth sounding of 1.2 M. was a chart correction required by NTM 1691/11 of April 2011. This shoal was located only 1 cable (1/10th of a nautical mile or 608 ft/185 M. from the CCL's grounding position. (Ref. ACJ paras. 21. and 22.)The shoal on which the CCL grounded (possibly an extension of the aforesaid 1.2 M. shoal) was not marked on the paper chart as an NTM correction for paper charts had not yet been issued at the time of the grounding. However, an NTM for ENC charts had in fact been issued but the CCL did not have ENC charts installed for display on her ECDIS. Nor, at this time, was there any regulatory obligation to do so. Instead, the Master was referring to an ECDIS display on which C-Map Professional Plus charts had been installed and which, apparently, did not yet show the shoal extension         




